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ABSTRACT 
The usual estimates for conjugate gradients (CG) specify a non trivial rate of 
convergence right from the beginning. We investigate situations where the same can 
be said for Ritz values (considered as approximations to eigenvalues). We investigate 
the effect on the convergence behavior of Ritz values of multiplying the weight 
functions by certain functions of polynomial growth. This is shown not to change the 
convergence behavior but only to cause a delay of at most a certain number of steps. 
We give competitive alternatives for the usual Ritz error estimates. We show that, in a 
sense, CG errors can be considered as Ritz errors and vice versa. Hence, properties 
for CG errors should be expected to have parallels for Ritz values and vice versa. 
Finally, some smaller results are given. 
1. INTRODUCTION AND OVERVIEW 
In this paper we study the convergence behavior of conjugate gradients 
(CC) processes and of Ritz values [the latter being approximations to eigen- 
values generated by Lanczos processes; cf. Section Z(f) after “equivalently”]. 
* Dedicated to Professor Gene Golub in admiration and friendship on the occasion of his 
60th birthday. 
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This is of importance because Lanczos and CG are important processes for 
approximating eigenvalues and solutions of large sparse symmetric linear 
systems. However, Ritz values also arise in discussing CG [see e.g. the last 
relation in Section Z(j)], and their convergence behavior turns out to be 
important in understanding that of CG, as we will relate presently. Thus, 
studying the Ritz values is also of importance if one is just interested in the 
convergence behavior of CG. Furthermore, this is of importance for the 
many variants of these methods for nonsymmetric problems, where knowl- 
edge about the symmetric case may be a source of inspiration in discussing 
the behavior of these variants. 
1.1. Setting 
The work reported in the present paper can be viewed as a continuation 
of work reported in [12], [13], and [ll] and fulfills a number of promises 
made in ill]. Although we have taken care that the present paper can be read 
independently and carries its own arguments for the relevance of its main 
results, we first recall a number of relevant results from earlier papers, for 
easier accessibility to the reader. The reader who wishes to have more 
background information may first turn to [ll], which, inter alia, contains an 
overview of [ 121 and [ 131 and might p rovide for easier reading than the other 
two papers. 
The most widely used estimates for describing and understanding the 
convergence behavior of CG and Ritz values are the well-known Meinardus- 
Kaniel (MK) estimate for CG [cf. (111 and the Kaniel-Paige-Saad (KPS) 
bound for Ritz errors [cf. (3)]. Both estimates present bounds that virtually 
decrease geometrically [cf. Section 2(m)]. For CG the convergence factor of 
this bound depends on the condition number of the matrix, a smaller 
condition number giving a smaller convergence factor and thus more rapid 
convergence. For the Ritz values the convergence factor of the bound 
depends on the gap ratio of the spectrum [cf. the line below (3)], a larger gap 
ratio giving a smaller convergence factor and thus more rapid convergence. 
However, the true convergence behavior of these processes is far from 
linear. In practice one may observe the following in a context of discretized 
PDEs (cf. e.g. [12, Fig. 11, [ll, Fig 3.11, and [lo, Theorem (4.7)]; in other 
contexts, such as tomography, the behavior may be different; cf. e.g. [ll, 
Section 71 or [14, Section 71): 
(i) in the beginning CG may converge more or less like the MK 
estimate; 
(ii) later on the convergence usually speeds up (“superlinear conver- 
gence”); 
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(iii) however, after a while the convergence may slow down again quite 
considerably for a number of iteration steps and then resume its “normal” 
convergence behavior. 
In order to understand (ii), the Ritz values t%Ji’ are of importance [for 
’ (i) notation cf. Section 2(e),(f)]. Actually, as soon as 8, comes into the neigh- 
borhood of A,, the process behaves as if A, weren’t there at all, resulting in a 
smaller “effective” condition number and an accordingly smaller convergence 
factor of the bound (cf. Property 3.5). This is repeated when 0$” gets near 
A,, etc. Similar statements hold as 13:~) gets near A,,. See also [I21 for a more 
comprehensive theory. 
The deceleration in (iii) also has to do with Ritz values. It occurs when 
there is a cluster of eigenvalues, and in the early stages a single sequence of 
Ritz values (i.e. 0/i) for a single value of j) seems to converge to a weighted 
mean of the cluster. Later on the process will find out that there actually is a 
cluster and send more Ritz values to it (since Ritz values are bound to 
converge to the eigenvalues), and just as this happens, the convergence factor 
may go up quite considerably. However, when all eigenvalues in the cluster 
are well approximated by Ritz values, the rate of convergence of CG goes 
back to “normal”. Moreover, we have the property (see also [12, p. 5591): 
(iv) adding an eigenvalue to the spectrum (thus enlarging the dimension 
of the matrix), however close to an already existing eigenvalue, causes only a 
delay by at most a fixed number of iteration steps, independently of the 
dimension of the matrix and the closeness of the two eigenvalues. 
,4s a consequence of this property the presence of a cluster of eigenvalues 
causes a delay but does not change the convergence behavior. 
For the sequence of first Ritz values @ii) one may observe the following 
behavior in practice (cf. [ll, Figure 4.11, 113, Sections 3, 121, and [IO, 
Theorem (5.3)]): 
(v) in the beginning the sequence (e,(‘)> converges more or less linearly 
with the same convergence factor as the KPS bound does; 
(vi) later on the convergence usually speeds up (“superlinear conver- 
gence”); 
(vii) however, after a while the convergence may slow down again consid- 
erably for a number of iteration steps, and then return to normal again. 
(viii) If A, and A, are very close, then (0,(“)> seems to converge to a 
weighted average of these eigenvalues and may stay in the neighborhood of 
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this point for quite a number of iteration steps. In [I3], we call this 
stagnation; Parlett calls it misconvergence (cf. [S]). 
We note that (v) is more surprising than its counterpart in (i), since KPS 
only gives an upper bound for the error from which you cannot even see that 
the error is never larger than the starting error, whereas MK gives an upper 
bound less than 1 for the error reduction. For (vi) see Property 3.6, whereas 
(vii) occurs under similar circumstances as (iii). 
1.2. Overview 
Section 2 contains definitions, notation, and fundamental properties of 
CG and Ritz values. 
In Section 3 we discuss estimates for the error reduction of Ritz values 
[by which we mean the quotients of the errors with respect to the initial 
error: <Oli’ - A,>/(0 i” - hi) in the terminology of Section 21. Actually, the 
well-known Kaniel-Paige-Saad (KPS) error estimates just give upper bounds 
for the Ritz errors and therefore cannot be used for estimating the error 
reduction. We will give estimates for this error reduction that are always less 
than 1, and we will specify (realistic) circumstances in which the error 
reduction is virtually bounded by the reduction of the KPS bound, which is 
nice in view of what we observed in relation to (v). 
In Section 4 we discuss the convergence behavior of Ritz values for 
certain families of sequences of weights [the components ~LJ of the starting 
CG residual with respect to the eigenvectors; cf. Section 2(e)]. In a PDE 
context the growth behavior of these sequences strongly depends on the 
smoothness of the solution. We will show that for any two sequences of 
weights whose quotient has a certain polynomial growth character the Ritz 
values have the same convergence behavior, the Ritz values of the one 
process being at most a rather limited number of steps behind those of the 
other process. 
In Section 5 we return the the KPS estimates and present alternatives 
which use the same or less information, and are at least as good as the KPS 
estimates but may be (considerably) sharper. 
Comparing (i)-(iii) with (v)-(vii), we see that there are striking corre- 
spondences between the behavior of CG errors and the sequence of first Ritz 
values. In Section 6 we show that, indeed, CC errors behave like the first Ritz 
values of a related process and vice versa (which turns out to be not as 
obvious as it may sound). Hence, properties of CG errors should be expected 
to have parallels for Ritz values and vice versa. As an application we will show 
that, under circumstances, CG errors may suffer the same severe stagnation 
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[cf. (viii)] as Ritz values do, a fact that hitherto has received much 
less attention (if any at all) than the stagnation of Ritz values. 
In Section 7 we conclude with a number of miscellaneous results, such as 
generalizations of earlier results; error estimates for the convergence of Ritz 
values to a cluster; the finite delay of Ritz values when there are close 
eigenvalues; and a more general estimate for CG errors, leading to an 
estimate for the error reduction measured in the e-norm and a sharpness 
result for CG error estimates that do not depend on the condition number of 
the matrix. 
1.3. The Use of Ritz Schemes 
Many of our results concern relationships between Ritz values and/or CC 
errors of different processes. Since the behavior of CG and Lanczos processes 
is entirely determined by the eigenvalues (h,) and the weights ( pj) (cf. 
Section 21, we combine these quantities into a so-called Ritz scheme [cf. 
Section 2(k)] and formulate our results throughout in terms of Ritz schemes. 
Of course, in practical situations these quantities will usually not be 
known. Nevertheless our results will help to understand in a global wav the 
phenomena observed in practice. 
1.4. The Smallest and Largest Ritz Values 
In this paper we consider mainly the first (= algebraically smallest) Ritz 
values. In practice, however, one may be interested in the algebraically 
largest Ritz values. However, any result for the smallest Ritz values has an 
immediate companion for the largest ones, since the Ritz value 0;” [cf. 
Section 2(f)] belonging to the scheme [A,, . . . , An; p,, . . . , p,,] equals minus 
the Ritz value ei(i)r _j of the scheme [ - A,, . . . , - A,; p,, , . . . , p, 1. 
1.5. Rounding Errors 
In this paper the effects of rounding errors will not be considered. 
2. DEFINITIONS, NOTATION, FUNDAMENTAL PROPERTIES 
For references and proofs see [12] and [X3]. 
(a) h = b: a linear system to be solved by CG; A symmetric positive 
definite; for a Lanczos process, A symmetric. 
(b) x,) the starting vector of CC; X, , x,, . . . the iterates. 
(c) ri := h - Axi. 
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(d) 4 := span(r,, Ar,,..., A’- ‘r,,) the i-dimensional Kyloo subspace 
defined by A and ra. 
(e) A, < A, < .** < A,, the distinct eigenvalues of A for which rO has 
nonzero eigenvector components pr, p2,. . . , pn. 
(f) e,(i) < egi) < . . . < O!i) the ith-degree Ritz values, i.e., the eigen- 
values of Ai := 7~~ Alxi, 7~~ the orthogonal projection on q; or, equivalently, 
the eigenvalues of the i X i tridiagonal Lanczos “cr, P matrix” with r0 as 
starting vector (cf. [4, Chapter 91). 
<g> l(ollA := 6%. 
(h) Ilx - ~IIA = min Ilx - UIIA UEXO-kq 
Z min 
q~n,,q(o)+O I/ 
&dA)b - xo) 
I/ 
A> 
where Iii is the space of all polynomials 9 of degree < i. 
(i) Oii) - A, = qtn,_miqn(h,)tO [‘(‘j - A,)q2(Aj)~~]/[C9”(Aj)ll,2] 
= min [ f: (Aj - Oi”)4’(Aj)~~]/[U’(A~)~~]. 
gEn,+,,q(h,)#O j=2 
depend on the quantities [A,, . . . , A,; /.Q, . . . , /.L,,] (henceforth to be called a 
Ritz scheme) and not on the special choice of A, b and x0. In order to 
distinguish solutions X, CG iterates xi, Ritz values @J!“, and norms llull A 
corresponding to different schemes, we may attach the name of the scheme, 
e.g. xc, ~c,~, e& llvllc for scheme C. 
(1) Applying CG to a Ritz scheme [ Aj; pj] has to be understood as 
applying CG to a matrix A, a right-hand side b, and a starting vector x,, for 
which these Aj and pj are realized; in view of (k) it is no restriction to take 
A = diag(Aj), b = vector-( pj), x,, = 0, and that is what we have done in our 
experiments. 
(m) ‘Ii( A; (Y, p) := Ti(( CY + p - 2 A)/( p - a)), which is the ith-degree 
Chebychev polynomial with + 1 moved to (Y and - 1 moved to P; if 
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A < a < /3 then, with c := (p - A)/(cr - A), 
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Note that TicA; (Y, p> = T,(A/P; a//3,1). Occasionally, we will put T,‘“‘(A) 
instead of T,(A; (Y, 1). Thus T,‘“‘(A) = T,((l + (Y - 2A)/(I - a)). 
(n) E, denotes our experimental scheme [A,, . . . , A,,,; pl, . . . , ,ugool with 
A, = 0.034, A, = 0.082, A, = 0.127, A, = 0.155, A, = 6.196, 
A fj>“‘> A9a0 equidistant from 0.2 to 1.2, pj = A]:‘, 
which is inspired by the spectrum of the incomplete-Choleslci-preconditioned 
5-points finite-difference discretized Laplace operator on a square with mesh 
1 size 7jy. 
3. THE ERROR REDUCTION FOR RITZ VALUES 
3.1. Results for the Error Reduction of Ritz Values 
In spite of their similarity there is a rather essential difference between 
the usual error estimates for CG and those for Ritz values. 
First consider the well-known Meinardes-Kaniel estimate for CG (cf. [6]) 
IIX - XJl.4 1 
11% - X&4 ’ Z',(O; A,, A,) ’ (1) 
where the right-hand side is usually majorized by (and asymptotically equal 
to) the left-hand side of the inequality [cf. Section 2(m)] 
So (1) specifies a nontrivial rate of convergence right from the beginning. 
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Now consider the well-known Kaniel-Paige-Saad estimate for Ritz values 
(the KPS estimate; cf. [9, Theorem 21) 
ep - A, 7 
d T,“_,( A,; A,, A,) ’ 
where 7. := cj>2 I$ 
4 - 4 2 ’ Pl (3) 
which is an upper bound determined by the gap ratio (A, - A,)/(& - A,) 
[cf. Section 2(m)]. Obviously this says nothing about how the errors Fiji) - A, 
reduce in the beginning. Actually, (3) may represent a very severe overesti- 
mate for which a fairly large value of i may be required before the right-hand 
side is even less than (0i’) - A,)/(& - A,). For example, for our experi- 
mental scheme E, [cf. Section 2(n)] and i = 1 the left-hand side of (3) is 
0.569 and the right-hand side is 899, and only from i = 11 on is the 
right-hand side less than 0.569. 
The following theorem remedies this. 
THEOREM 3.1. With T as in (3), 
(j(i) 1 - A, 7+ 1 
oil) - A, 
G 
T + Tj”r( A,; A,, A,,) * (4) 
More in particular, y A,_ 1 < i3ji) < A, then 
fj[i) - A 
1 r+ 1 
oil) - A, 
< 
T + Ti”_,( A,; A,, A,) . 
(5) 
Proof. The inequality (4) follows from (S), since there is always an 
m > 2 such that A,_, < Oji) < A,,,, 
increasing function of m. 
and Tj2(A,; A,,,, A,) is a monotonically 
In order to prove (5) we note that from Section 2(i) 
t9,ci) - A, < 
E;n2( Aj - 0ii))q2( Aj)$ 
9”(AM 
for any polynomial 9 E lTi_r with 9(A,) + 0. Taking 9(A) = 
Tj_,(A; A,, A,), we get, noting that then \9( Aj) 16 1 if j>m and 
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14(+)1> 1 ifj Qm - 1: 
CL: + No 
1(l)+) _(ef,_A,)] ‘;=’ ‘; 
l-4 
. 
Noting that the first term in { *a* ) equals 131~) - A1 [cf. Section 2(i)], the 
whole expression equals 
T;_l(Al;A”L, A,) [(V - Al)(l + T> - (fv’ - +-I~ 
and now (5) follows. 
REMARK 3.2. Note that (4) specifies an error reduction right from 
the beginning, which may, however, be rather insignificant if r z++ I. i.e. 
CJ,, p; B &. If, however, r -=K 1, then (4) specifies a nontrivial rate of 
convergence right from the beginning, corresponding to the gap ratio. Also 
note that for T < 1 (5) specifies an even faster convergence behavior as long 
as t9ti) > A,. 
REMARK 3.3. The requirement r -=x 1, i.e. Cy= 2 /_L; +Z /_L;, is rather 
restrictive, of course: it means, in fact, starting with an almost eigenvector. 
However, in many situations (4) and (5) will al ready perform quite satisfacto- 
rily for r of order 1. Furthermore, we note that in a PDE context the 
requirement T -K I-and certainly the requirement r of order I-is not so 
unnatural as one might believe on first sight. Indeed, for increasing j the Aj 
correspond to increasing frequencies in the solution of AX = b, and if the 
solution is rather smooth, then /.L~/A~ should go to zero rather quickly. 
For example, for a finite-difference discretized Poisson equation using 
a 30 X 30 grid on the unit square with boundary values 0 and solution 
exp[l6x(l - x)y(l - y)] - 1 one finds T = 0.1. 
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Another situation in which r -=K 1 occurs very naturally is discussed in 
Section 3.2. 
REMARK 3.4. The estimate for O[” - A, in (4) is never worse than that 
in (3). Indeed, denoting the quotient of these estimates by wi and using 
gl) - A, = C( Aj - ‘l)PJ 
c P; < (43 - Al&y. (6) 
we find 
Ti21(Al; A2p ‘n) 
wi ’ r + Titl(Al; A,, A,,) 
< 1 
’ (7) 
Note, however, that the inequality in (6) is rather crude and that in reality wi 
may be much smaller than 1, as we in fact already saw in the comment 
following (3). 
3.2. Application to the Superlinear Convergence of Ritz Values 
In this subsection we return to a discussion on the superlinear conver- 
gence of CG and Ritz values based on [12, Theorem 3.11 and [13, Theorem 
12.21. For the reader’s convenience we restate these theorems in a slightly 
modified form as Properties 3.5 and 3.6. 
PROPERTY 3.5 [12, Theorem 3.11. Let xi be the ith iterate of a CG 
process for Ax = b. For given integer i, i < n, let X, be such that x - X, is 
the projection of x - xi on the orthoplement of the eigenvector corresponding 
to A,. Let Xj denote the jth iterate of a comparison CG process for Ax = b 
starting with TO. Then, if Oii) < A,, 
11% - “i+jllA < F, Ilx - xjllA 
IIX-rillA 1 tIIX-zXOllA forall j<n-i (8) 
with 
(9) 
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Thus, for a value of i for which Fi is close to 1 (note that Fi goes to 1 for 
increasing i), or perhaps already for a smaller value of i, we have 
II’ - xi+jll* < 11% - Tjll.4 ( 1 
II’ - XillA - Ilr - XJ.4 T,(O; &,4J 
forallj. (10) 
This means that right from that value of i on the rate of convergence of the 
original CC process is at least about that of the comparison process, the latter 
being determined by ?;.<O; AZ, A,), which is better than the rate of conver- 
gence determined by Ti+j(O; A,, A,). 
Now compare this with the following property for Ritz values. 
PROPERTY 3.6 [13, Theorem 12.21. For the scheme [A,, . . . , A,,; 
pl, . . . , pFL,l with Ritz values O,(i), consider the comparison scheme 1 A,, A,, . . . , 
A,; i&> 113,. . . , 
Then, if Ogi) < 
pL,] with pj := [ &(Aj)/(ilj - O,(‘))] pj and Ritz values 8,‘“‘. 
A 3> 
,gii+k) 
- 4 sl(k+‘) _ A, 
e$i) 
- Al ’ Hi jji’, _ A, 
for all k (11) 
with 
Hi := (12) 
At first the discussion runs very similarly: for a value of i for which Hi is 
close to 1 (note that Hi goes to 1 for increasing i), or perhaps already for a 
smaller value of i, we have 
@i+k) -4 1 J(k+l) _ A, 
e,(i) - A, ’ @” _ A, for all k. (13) 
This means that from that value of i on the rate of convergence of the 
sequence of first Ritz values of the original scheme is at least about that of 
the comparison scheme, the latter having an upper bound determined by the 
gap ratio (A3 - A,)/(A, - A,) [cf. (3)], which is better than the gap ratio 
(A, - A,)/(A, - A,) of the original scheme. This is how far we got in 
discussion (a) in [13, p. 6931. At that time we could not say that this better 
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rate of convergence would occur right from this value of i on, since, as far as 
the KPS bound is concerned, we cannot even see that the right-hand side of 
(13) reduces at all for small values of k. Nevertheless, in practice, we see this 
kind of convergence happen. 
Theorem 3.1 enables us to prove that this better rate of convergence will 
occur right away. Actually, from [13, Theorem 5.201, we have for the jZj in 
our present Property 3.6, noting that h, is missing from the scheme with 
the jIj, 
This means r +z 1 if 0ii) is reasonably close to A,. Hence, from the moment 
that 6:‘) is relatively close to A, and Hi is close to 1 we have 
eii+k) 
- Al @k+l) _ A, 1 
eii) - A, ’ @” - A, ’ T;(Al;AJ,A,) 
for all k , (14) 
which forms a nice parallel to (10) and is very much in line with what was 
observed experimentally in [13, p. 693, Discussion cl. 
4. COMPARING THE CONVERGENCE BEHAVIOR OF 
RITZ VALUES FOR CERTAIN FAMILIES OF 
WEIGHT FUNCTIONS 
4.1. The Main Theorem 
In this section we study how the Ritz values depend on the weights pj. 
This is, of course, interesting in its own right, but, as we noticed in the 
discussion of (ii) in the introduction (see also Property 3.5), it is also of 
importance in discussing when the superlinear convergence of CC will 
manifest itself. In a PDE context, considering CG problems with the same 
eigenvalues and different sequences ( r-~,) corresponds to linear PDEs with 
the same differential operator and different forcing terms, and using an 
argument as in Remark 3.3, one should expect the sequence ( I_L~) to decrease 
faster if the forcing term is smoother. Another and more detailed discussion 
about the relevance of the results to be presented is given in [ll, Sections 
4.1, 4.21. 
In [13, Theorem 6.221, it was proved that for the schemes [ Aj; pj] and 
[ Aj; jij] the corresponding Ritz values 19;“) and Gii) satisfy the inequality 
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eCi) < $i’ if the sequence ( bj/p.) is monotone nondecreasing and not 
Lnstant. Thus, under this condi& for ( /$;ij/pj) the Ritz values for the 
second scheme are lagging behind those of the first scheme, but we don’t 
know by how many steps. 
It is the purpose of this section to show that for a rather wide class of 
functions g the Ritz values Gii) corresponding to the Gj := g(Aj)pJ have at 
most a fixed delay with respect to the Ritz values corresponding to the kj, 
i.e., there is an m such that Giic”‘) Q 0:‘) for all i and p. Moreover we will 
give estimates for m. This result means that for any two processes of this class 
the Ritz values of one of them cannot converge essentially more slowly than 
those of the other. 
We will, in fact, prove the following theorem: 
THEOREM 4.1. 
(a) For given a > 0 and c < A1 and iij = (AI - c)‘pj. j = 1, . . . , n, there 
exists a number m such that 
G(i+m) < ,${I 
P 
for all i and p, 1 < p < i < n - m. (15) 
This number m will depend on a and (A, - c)/( A, - A,) but not on the 
specific values of c and the hj nor on the pj or n. 
(b) Property (15) also applies, with the same value of m, if ,Gj = g(hj>~,, 
j=l , . . . . n, where g > 0 on [AI, A,], and g(x>/(x - c)” is monotone 
nonincreasing on [A,, A,]. 
NOTE 4.2. Values for m will be given in (26). We will also show how to 
obtain (usually lower) values for m which depend on the gap ratio as well [cf. 
(27) and (29)]. Our desire to keep these values of m as low as possible makes 
the proof somewhat intricate. 
REMARK 4.3. An illustration of part (a) of this theorem is given by 
Figure 1 (taken from [ll, Figure 4.21). Graphs I-IV correspond to our 
experimental schemes [cf. Section 2(n)] E,, E,, E,, E,, respectively, i.e. 
pj = 1, l/Aj, l/A,“, l/h;, respectively. Hence, for any two of these schemes 
the conditions of the theorem are satisfied with some integer a and c = 0. 
Note that the graphs are nicely parallel, and, moreover, that the horizontal 
distances are more or less proportional to a (in line with the observation that 
if in the theorem m corresponds to a = 1, the delay for other values of a is 
at most am steps). 
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I- 
o- 
%g(BI’) - A,) 
I: /J’j = 1 
-1 - 
-2 - 
-3 - 
-4- 
-5 _ 
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-7 - 
-8- 
0 5 10 15 20 i__+ 23 
FIG. 1. Behavior of 61i) - A, for a selection of sequences ( @. 
REMARK 4.4. In practice it will be rather rare, of course, for the Ritz 
schemes of any two given processes to satisfy the requirements of Theorem 
4.1 exactly. However, one should realize that it is not so much the individual 
values of the hj and /+ that matter, but rather the inner products defined by 
the sequences (hj) and ( CL.), which implies a certain averaging. Therefore, it 
is to be expected that the d elay, as mentioned in the theorem, will also occur 
if the requirements of the theorem are only satisfied in a rather global way. 
This is confirmed by our practical experience. 
In the proof of this theorem we need some auxiliary properties. 
4.2. Auxilia y Properties 
We will first prove the following Lemma 4.6, which is, in fact, more 
general than what we need here, but this makes it useful for other situations 
as well (Theorem 7.4 below is an example of this; it may also be used e.g. for 
giving a differentiation-free proof of [13, Theorem 6.271). 
In the proof of this lemma, as elsewhere, we will repeatedly use [I3, 
Lemma 5.91 (an analogue of Gaussian quadrature), which says the following: 
LEMMA 4.5. For the scheme [A,, . . . , A,; pl, . . . , pn] with Ritz values 
o:‘) there exist for any fixed value of i, i < n, positive numbers wl, . . . , q 
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such thatfor any 4 E II,,_, 
i 4( 'j)Pf = p$l 4(epfi’) @p* 
j=l 
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(16) 
LEMMA 4.6. Consider the schemes 
Let i, k, m E N be given, 1 < k Q i,i < ii, i + m < n. Let 8, ,..., 0,+, 
denote the (i + m)th-degree Ritz values of the first scheme; let e’,, . . . , Gi 
denote the ith-degree Ritz values of the second scheme. Suppose there exists a 
nontrivial r E II,,, r>Oon[A~~A,],suchthat ” 
(Aj - O)[r(Aj)$ - &!I Q 0 if Aj = &, 
(Aj - O)r(Aj) G 0 if Aj G (&,..., &), 
ij - ea 0 q ii, P {h,,...,~,}, 
I 
for either 8 = 8, or 8 = &. Then 
ek G &. 
More generally (18) will hold if instead of (17) 
k (Aj - e)q2(Aj)r( Aj)$ G j$l (Ir, 
j=l 
- 
(17) 
(18) 
(19) 
for q(A) := (A - e,>...(A - Ok_lXA - &+,)...(A - Gi) and 8 = 8, or 
e= t$ 
Proof. Obviously (17) implies (19). We will prove the more general case. 
Note that q2r E II12i+2m_2. Using Lemma 4.5, with oP corresponding to 
the first scheme and degree i + m and $, corresponding to the second 
scheme and degree i, we may rewrite (19) as 
i+m 
c (ep - eh2@>l-@> wp Q i (5 - e)qz(6p)ijp. (20) 
p=l p=l 
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Also note that 0 d X,(8, - Bk)q2(_eP)r(t$)oP and CC& - 6k>92(6P)0, d 0, 
since 9<$,> = 0 if p < k and 9(8,) = 0 if p > k. Using these inequalities, 
and using (20) with 8 = ok in the second inequality below, we have 
0 Q c&I - %)92(~&(~~)~p G c($ - %)92(4J$ 
= (I& - ek)~~2(~p)ih, + ~(Gpp- &)92(4Jii, 
G (t& - e,)c 92(6P)6P. 
With 8 = ik we have 
Finally note that C 92(6P)“i, and C 92(0P>r(Z4,)w, are nonzero: the first sum 
has i terms, and 9 has at most i - 1 zeros; the second sum has i + m terms, 
9 has at most i - 1 zeros, and r has at most m zeros in (A,, A,), since T 2 0. 
??
We now arrive at a basic theorem, part (b) of which gives conditions 
under which the desired property (15) holds. 
THEOREM 4.7. Consider the schemes [ Aj; pj] and [ Aj; q(Aj)pjl with 
+(Aj) > 0 for all j. Let 0;“) and 6ji) denote the corresponding ith-degree 
Ritz values. Let i and k be given, 1 < k < i < n. Then: 
(a) Zf 8 = Oji) OT 8 = 6ii) and 
IcI(Aj) f IcI(Aj’) whenever Aj < 8 < Ajr, (21) 
i.e. in particular if 4 is monotone nondecreasing, then 
f.jii) < G(i) 
k * (22) 
(b) Zf there is an m E N, m < n - i, and a nontrivial r E II,,, r 2 0 
on [A,, A,], such that for 0 = of’) or 8 = @+m) 
r(Aj)+‘(Aj) 2 r(Aj,)e2(Aj’), whenever Aj < 8 < Ajs, (23) 
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i.e. in particular if r$ is monotone nonincreasing, then 
e:i+m) < ep (24) 
Proof. (a): Let /3 b e such that @(A,) Q (>)p if Aj =G (>)e. Then 
(+ - 0)p < (5 - O)Q(Aj), i.e., condition (17) is satisfied with m = 0, 
r(A) = P, /Lj = @(Aj)pj. 
(b): Now use Lemma 4.6 with I,!J( A.)pj instead of /.L~ and with pj instead 
of fi,. Take 0 such that r(h,)$*(h,) > (<)p if Aj < (>)0. Then 
(3 - 0Xl/P)r(A,)@(A,) G (Aj - e), i.e., condition (17) is satisfied with 
r/P instead of r. ??
REMARK 4.8. Note that Theorem 4.7(a) is, in fact, apart from the strict 
inequality, [13, Theorem 6.221, but we have now a more elementary proof 
(proving the strict inequality offers no particular difficulties). 
4.3. Proof of the Main Theorem 
We will now explain how we prove Theorem 4.1. 
It is just a matter of scaling, and therefore no restriction, to assume c = 0 
and A,, = 1. We introduce the following property P,,,(h, (Y, P): 
For any cr, p, 0 < cx < /I < 1, b > 0 we say that property Pm(b, CY. /3) 
hoUs when there is a C#J E TI,,, such that OX’ 2 1 on [(w, ~1, I$J(x)x~I G 1 
on [ P, 11. 
Let a > 0 be as in Theorem 4.1. If for a certain a > a property 
P,E(6, A,, p ) holds for all p z AZ, then for each 8 = I?$‘) (even if 8 < AZ) the 
condition (23) of Theorem 4.7 is satisfied with $J( x.) = X’ and r(x) = #dx12, 
with 4 the function in the definition of P,(G, A,, 0); that condition will then 
certainly be satisfied with the functions g as in Theorem 4.1(b) and the 
same r. 
Therefore, if for an integral a > a there exists an m E N such that 
P,,,(& A,, p) holds for all p > A,, th en, for this value of m, (15) holds. Note, 
however, that this value of m depends on A,, i.e. on the gap ratio (see also 
Note 4.2). If there is an m for which P,(G, A,, p) holds for all p > A,, then 
we have a value of m as mentioned in Theorem 4.1: a value dependent on A, 
[or, more generally, on (A, - c)/( A, - c)] only. 
The proof that such values for m exist will be the subject of the next 
subsection. 
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4.4. The Existence of Suitable Values for m 
We consider the following two function spaces: 
Zm(a) := {p(x) =x0(x - c+(x) 16 E I&_,), 
Z?II(o) := {4(x) = “=q( x) 14’ 62 n,, q( a) = I}. 
Note that q E Zm( (Y) = p = (x/a)” - q EZ~((Y>. Let D,(cw, p) denote 
the distance between (x/a>’ and Xm(o) on [ P, 11: 
Then we have the following two theorems. 
THEOREM 4.9. Let 0 < (Y < /3 < 1, m E N, a > 0 be given. Then: 
(a) A$( a) is an m-dimensional Haar space on [ p, l]. 
(b) The following three statements are equivalent: 
(3 property P,(a, (Y, PI holds; 
(ii> D,((Y, P) < 1; 
(iii> there is a 4’ E II, and a u E (0, a] such that for q(x) = x=$x): 
q(g) > 1 and lql < 1 on [P, 11. 
Proof. (a): This follows immediately from the definition of a Haar space. 
(b) (i) * (ii): Let 4 E II, b e as in property P,(a, LY, P>. Then q(x) := 
(x/(w)” 4(x>/+(a) E 8’,(a) and lq(x>l d 1 on [P, 11. 
(b) (ii) * (i): Suppose D := D,( CY, /3 1 < 1. Let q,, E Zm( cr > be the 
minimizing element in the definition of D,( (Y, /3 > [which exists on account of 
the finite dimensionality of G?$~( a)] Then q,, has the alternation property on 
[ P, 11 and lq,,l < D. H ence qb has at least m - 1 zeros in ( p, 1). But, since 
qO(0) = 0, q,,(a) = 1, qO( p> < 1, there should be at least one more zero of 
40 ’ in (0, p). However, qb can have at most m zeros different from 0. Hence 
qb has exactly m - 1 zeros in ( p, 1) and exactly one zero in (0, /3). Since the 
assumption qo( p> < D would imply another zero of qb, we have qo( /3) = D 
and q. > D on [a, PI. Consequently the function [l/qo( p)]qo is as 
required for property P,(a, (Y, p> to hold. 
(b) (iii) * (ii): If there are such a 4’ and u, then [l/q(a)]q E ~%‘~(a) 
and D,(a, p> < 1. Now apply Corollary 4.10 below [which we may apply, 
since it is a corollary of the already proved equivalence (i) e (ii)]. 
(b) (i) j (iii) is a trivial implication of property P,(a, (Y, p), W 
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COROLLARY 4.10. Assume (Y, &, /3, b E (0, I], (Y < p, & < 6, LY Q 6, 
P < 6. Then property P,,,(a, CY, p 1 implies propetiy P,,,(a, &, 6 1. 
Proof. D,,( (Y, b) < D,( CY, P> by definition, and now the equivalence 
(i) e (ii>_ pl’ lrn les property P,(a, CY, P). The relation P,(a, CY, fl> * 
P,,,(a, Cu, p> follows from the definition. ??
DEFINITION 4.11. Forj E N we define 
COS($T/j) - cos(n/j) 
‘1 ‘= 1 + cos(iVr/j) ’ 
i.e., 7j is the smallest abscissa where q assumes the value - 1, 
q x) := q (1 - x)cos ; - x 
i i 
being the jth-degree Chebychev polynomial with its largest zero moved to 0 
and - 1 moved to + 1. 
THEOREM 4.12. r,,,+l G (Y e property P,(l, a, p> holds for all 
p E (a, 11. 
Proof. * : 7,+ 1 < a implies statement (iii> in Theorem 4.9(b) for 
q(x) = fm+ ,(x> (with 5 as in Definition 4.11). 
c= : Suppose T,+ 1 > a. Now T,,, + 1 assumes its extremal values + 1 
with alternating signs on [T,+ I, l] in m + 1 points. Defining q(x) := 
[l/f”,, ,Wli;,+l(d> we have q E Z~((Y) (with a = 11, and p(x) := 
(l/(Y)x - q(x) EZ$( > (Y now has the alternation property for approximat- 
ing O/a)x on [T,+ 1, l] by functions from X$(a). Hence p is the best 
approximation on [T,+~, 11, and thus D,(a, T~+~) = l/rf;,+,(a) > 1. Now 
Theorem 4.9 says that property P,(l, (Y, /3) does not hold for /3 = 7, + 1 
since rm+l > (Y. W 
REMARK 4.13. Observe that TV+ 1 < a if 
(25) 
where 1-J denotes rounding down; below we will use 1.1 to denote round- 
ing up. 
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COROLLARY 4.14. rm+ 1 G a * property PO,,,(a, (Y, /3> holds for all p E 
(ff, 11 and all a E N. 
Proof. Obviously P,(l, (Y, P > implies Panda, CY, P>. ??
4.5. Values for m in Theorem 4.1 
We will now specify values for m in Theorem 4.1. First note that the 
scaling mentioned at the beginning of Section 4.3 transforms any eigenvalue 
Aj of the unscaled problem into ( Aj - c)/( A,, - c>. Hence, applying Corol- 
lary 4.14 and Remark 4.13 with (Y = (A, - c)/(h, - c) (in terms of the 
unscaled problem), we find that (15) holds for 
(26) 
However, as mentioned in Note 4.2, we may also be interested in the 
(usually lower) values of m for which (15) holds, but which depend on the 
gap ratio as well, i.e., as explained at the end of Section 4.3, values of m for 
which P,(a, (Y, p> holds for cr = (A, - c)/(h, - c) and all p 2 (A, - c)/ 
(A, - c) (again in terms of the unscaled problem). It is even sufficient to 
have this property for fi = (A, - cl/( A, - c> (by Corollary 4.10). For any 
specific (Y and p we can obtain a value for such an m by computing 
D,( (Y, P) (by means of a Remes algorithm), which, however, is rather 
tiresome. If we are willing to settle for a cruder but more easily computable 
value for m, then we may, for integral a, consider the polynomials 9j, m := 
(i;>“T;!;V_ 1j, ?. as in Definition 4.11, and Tk( O) as in Section 2(m). Then 
Pi(,, (Y, p) will hold if [cf. Theorem 4.$b)(iii)] 
19j,m((+>I a ’ for some (+ ~(0, o] and some j E N, j < 114 + 1. a 
(27) 
We finally show how to use this to get an indication how m depends on the 
gap ratio. 
Using the estimate in Section 2(m), we see that (15) holds for 
I In& m=- _ \/;t + 2J7 ln( jG$;+i WI) - a 2 1 (28) 
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where 
P-ff 4 - 4 -=- Y:= l_a 
An - 4 
and $(j) := exp(2j\/;)&. 
I ff 
In case KCY < y, where K := 16/(37~.‘) = 0.54 [by using j = l/G, a > 
(a/7,)(2 - o/q), rj < l/(~j”>] this shows that (15) holds for 
I 
2 Y 
m= 
: i 1 - (K;2)0,7 (29) 
[in case 1.32~~ < y, this value of m is smaller than the one in (26)]. If (Y < y 
(for instance, if c = A,), then one can show that (15) holds for 
m=: 
2 
with K’ := 7 = Fj.8. 
DISCUSSION. Consider an a E N. 
Let mB be the smallest m for which P,,L(a, (Y, p) holds, m, the smallest 
for which (27) holds, and 771, the smallest m of the form ak for which 
TV+ , < a. Then, for the smallest m for which (15) is correct, we have 
m < mB Gm, Gm,. 
If a = 1 and T,,~ + 1 < a < p < T,“, then mg = m, (use Corollary 4.10). r / 
In this situation, we cannot find a smaller m by allowing m to depend also on 
the gap ratio. However, if a if: P, an improvement is feasible and may be 
provided by m, or mB. Table 1 shows the results for (Y = 0.034/1.2 and 
/3 = 0.082/1.2 [th e scaled A,, A, of our standard example in Section 2691.’ 
In [ll, Section 4.2(b)] we considered our standard example E, for a = 1,2,4 
and found experimentally 6iiCrn) < 6ii) for the values of m mentioned in 
Table 1 under mexp. 
TABLE 1 
ESTIMATES FOR THE BACKLOG IN CONVERGENCE OF RITZ VALUES 
m =P ms mC m7 
4 6 7 7 
7 10 12 14 
14 18 21 28 
’ We obtained mB by using a Rknes algorithm to compute U,,(cu, PI. 
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5. ALTERNATIVES FOR THE KPS ESTIMATES 
5.1. The Results 
There exist many refinements of the KPS estimate (3) for the Ritz values 
such as the ones given in [l] and [5], based on more refined polynomials 
which use additional information about the spectrum. 
In this section we present some alternatives for the KPS Ritz-value 
estimates which use the same or less information about the Ritz scheme than 
is used in the KPS estimates and which, under circumstances, are sharper. 
In fact, we will prove (in Section 5.2) 
THEOREM 5.1. With y := (A, - h,)/(A, - Al), T := CC,,, pT))/pf we 
have 
e,(i) 
- Al Q e, := 
ln’(47 + 2) 
A” - 4 (4i - 2)” ’ (30) 
e,(i) - A, 7 
4l - 4 
< 8, := 
(2i - 1)” ’ (31) 
ep - A, 
4, - A, 
< fj, := 5Te2ye-(4i-2)fi if 2i - 1 > l/J;;. (32) 
These bounds will be compared mutually and with the bound 
ep - A, 
A” - Al 
<e KPS := 47e-(4i-4)fi 
as obtained from the KPS estimate (3) using 
1 
Ti”l( A,; A,, A,) 
G 4e-4(i- l)fi 
(33) 
(34 
[cf. Section 2(m)]. The inequality in (34) is almost an equality when 7 is small 
(y < 0.25, say) and the right-hand side is small ( < 0.25, say>, in the sense 
that it then becomes an equality if in the right-hand side a slightly larger 
value of i is used. 
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REMARK 5.2. The proof is deferred to Section 5.2. This proof will be 
followed, however, by a number of remarks that may also be useful to those 
who have skipped the proof. 
REMARK 5.3. The bounds (30) and (31) do not depend on the gap ratio. 
Therefore, they give a kind of guaranteed rate of convergence no matter how 
small the gap ratio is. Of course, due to their nonexponential nature, they will 
eventually be overtaken by 19, and 8x,, for large enough values of i, but in 
the beginning they may do very much better, and this beginning may last for 
quite some time. For example, consider our experimental scheme, E, [cf. 
Section Z(n)], to which we add an eigenvalue 0.0341 with weight 1. Then we 
virtually have the same scheme as in [13, Section 3.11, and from Figure 1 in 
[13] we see that the KPS bound is about 1000 and does not decrease 
noticeably for i < 40. We also see that the more refined bound (4.5) in [13], 
which stems from [9, Theorem 41, is greater than the upper bound 1.2 of the 
spectrum for i < 35. Now look at 0,: e.g. for i = 10 we have 0, = 0.046. 
REMARK 5.4. We note that 8, Q 0, iff r G 0.43. As was pointed out in 
Remark 3.3, such small values of r do occur. As will be explained in Remark 
5.14, (30) and (31) are special cases of a more general estimate. 
REMARK 5.5. We also note that for larger values of T the error is 
controlled by in’(r) [cf. (3O)] rather than by r itself, as was the case in (3). 
REMARK 5.6. We note that 0, G 1.258x,, whenever 0, is applicable, i.e. 
if 2i - 1 > l/ fi. Thus, 0, can only be marginally larger than 8x,,, but 
might be much smaller. Furthermore, we even have 0, G e,,, if y < 0.4, 
i.e. virtually for all situations of practical interest. In our standard example E, 
[cf. Section 2(n)], where y = 0.04, we have 2i - 1 > l/h for i > 3 and all 
p. Actually, if fi 2 1/(2i - 1) then 8,./0x,, = 1.25e2yeC2fi, which equals 
0.25 for 7 = 0.04, but we also see that this ratio decreases proportionally to y 
as y becomes smaller. 
REMARK 5.7. Finally we note that 
eb G eKps iff fi< 
ln(4i - 2) 
2i-2 ’ 
5.2. The Proof 
In this subsection we will prove the results in Section 5.1 and give some 
further comments (see Remarks 5.12-5.16). 
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We first note the following three lemmas [which will be applied with 
g = y and t = r; also remember the notation T,‘“‘(O) in Section 2(m)]. 
LEMMA 5.8. Let lli := I9 E II, I ,$O) = 1 > 9 > 0 on 10, 111. For 
g E co,11 put 
2 
w??,(g) := min j=l,...,m+l j’[l + T,Xg_‘i+l(“)] * 
(35) 
Then 
(b.i) o,,,(g) < 4ee2”fi min 
j=l,...,m 
(b.ii) o,,(g) < 5e2ge-(2”+2)g 
(c) 
+ 
,@j - 74/Z 
1 .i2 ’ 
if m+l>----; 
x 
if m is even. 
Proof (a): Clearly, the minimum exists. Define 
qj( A) := (1/(4A)) [l - q’“‘( A)] [l + Ticj+ 1( ')I 
forj = l,..., m + 1. Then ej E II,, 
[g, I]. Moreover, Gj(A) < 9&O> f 
qj 2 0 on [O, 11, and Aqj(h) Q 1 on 
or all A E [O, 11. In order to prove this 
inequality, note that ]T,$> + i(A)] < T,$> + i(O) for all A E 10, 11. Moreover, 
with $(A) := (l/A)[l - T.(‘)(A)] 
cause of the convexity o f’. ’ 
we have $(A) < G(O) = 21;‘(l) = 2j2 be- 
q to the right of its rightmost local minimum. 
NOW, take 9j := [l/9j(O>]9j. Then 9j E II:. Note that 
i(O) = ij2[ 1 + Q%\+,(O)]. 
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(b.i) follows immediately from the estimate in Section 2(m). The function 
e(2A-2)6/h2 reaches its minimum e2ged2fi for A = l/h. For j E 
[l/G - +, I/& + i] we have j-2e(2j-2)fi < 1.214e2gem2fi, which 
proves (b.ii). 
(c): Recall that 1 + T2k = 2T,2 and take j = 1 in (35). ??
LEMMA 5.9. The function 4(h) := 2 A/[ Tz! JO) - 1] is continuous and 
decreasing on (0,l). 
Proof. With u = (1 + A)/(1 - A), 
2 u-l 
$(A) = - G + 1 Tm+r(D) - 1 
and this is a monotone decreasing function of w and, therefore, of A; actually, 
(w - 1)/P,+,(v) - 11 . 1 d 1s a rea y monotone decreasing, as is seen from a 
graph for T, + r(u). ??
LEMMA 5.10. For t > 0, let q,(t) E (0, 1) be given by 
where u:=2t+l+Jm. 
Then 
(a.i) Tzqy”(O) = 2t + 1, 
(a.ii) 77,(t) < [ln”(4t + 2>]/(2m + 2j2, 
(a.iii) 77,(t) < t/Cm + 112, 
(b) with g and w,, as in Lemma 5.8, we have 
77,(t) =G t%l( g) whenever g < q,,( t ) . 
Proof. For ease of notation, we put n := q,(t). 
(a.$: From Section 2(m) we have 
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with 
1+hi 1 + tanh w In (+ 
u= 1-G = l-tanhw 
withw = - 
2m + 2 
hence TAT,(O) = +((T + l/cr) = 2t + 1. 
(a.$ and (a.iii): Observe that u < 4t + 2 and 
(+ = 2t + 1 + &G-Z7 < 2t + 1+ 2h(l + it) < e2J. 
Now the claims follow from the fact that tanh2 x Q x2 (x > 0). 
The estimates in (a.ii) and (a.iii) are equal for t = 0.43, and we note that 
the inequalities in (a.ii) and (a.iii) are rather sharp if t >, 0.43 or t < 0.43, 
respectively, provided the right-hand side is less than 0.5, say. 
(b): Put 2.(x, A) := (1/(4x))[T/“)(O) - l] [l + Th!j+.,(O>]. Suppose that 
g B q. Then, L y Lemma 5.9, 
+j2[l + TAP_:+l(0)] = lim zj(X, g) < zj(q, g) Q zj(q,v) x-0 
=G %+dv?) = -&> 
m 
where the last inequality may be proved as follows. Consider the polynomials 
9j(h) ‘= $[Tzj+l(h) + l][l - T,“‘(h)] (j = l,...,m + 1). 
Note that 9j(q) = 0 and 0 Q 9j < 1 on [T, I] for all j. Hence, for j Q m, 
9 m+1 - 9j has m + 1 zeros in [q, I] (counted according to multiplicity; this 
is best seen by drawing a graph of 9m+ r), and therefore the zero in 77 is 
necessarily simple. Since 9m+ r ( t) > 9j( t) in the first extremum 5 of 9m+ r, 
there holds 9,,,+ r(A) < 9j( A) < 0 for A < 7. ??
We now arrive at the main result of this section. 
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THEOREM 5.11. With y := (A, - h,)/(h, - A,), 7 := <Cj, e pJ)/pf, 
w,(y) as in Lemma 5.8, and q,,(r) as in Lemma 5.10 we have 
(a) (@ii’ - A,)/(A, - A,) < ~o~~-~(y), 
(b) @ii) - A,)/(A, - A,) < q2i_2(~). 
Proof. In order to simplify the proof somewhat, we assume A, = 0 and 
A,, = 1, which is no restriction. 
(a): According to (51) [with q(A) = Al, for any nonnegative Cc, E fIzi_2 
with cl/(O) it 0 
Now use Lemma 5.8(a). 
(b): According to (52) for any nonnegative @ E II,i _ s with I/I(O) Z 0 
Writing 8 = eii) and taking +(A) := [l - T,(,“1 I( A)]/(2 A - 2 61, we note 
that ,,/J E I12i_2, $ 2 0 on [O, 11, (A - 0)$(A) G 1 on [e, 11. Hence, 
where C#I is as in Lemma 5.9 (m = 2i - 2). Since 4 is decreasing, there is a 
8* such that 8 * = +( 0*), for which Oji) Q 8 *. Finally, note that 0 * = 
~4(0*) implies T,,,,, (e*)(O) - 1 = 27, and Lemma 5.1O(a.i) now implies 8* = 
772i_2(7). ??
Proof of Theorem 5.1. Theorem 5.11(b) and Lemma 5.10(a) prove (30) 
and (31). Theorem 5.11(a) and Lemma 5.8(b.ii) prove (32). ??
REMARK 5.12. The estimate obtained from Theorem 5.11(a) and (35) is 
never worse than the KPS bound (3). 
REMARK 5.13. Theorem 5.11(a) and Lemma 5.8(b.i) give still another 
estimate. 
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REMARK 5.14. What is actually proved in proving (30) and (31) is 
eii) 
- 4 
< 0, := tanh2 
ln(2r + 1 + Jw) 
A, - *, 4i - 2 i 
) (38) 
and, as was observed in the proof of Lemma 5.10(a), 0, (0,) gives a mild 
overestimate of 0, provided r B (<)0.43 and f3,(0,) < 0.5. Also note that 0, 
is never larger than 1, contrary to 0, and 8,,,. 
REMARK 5.15. The estimate 0, (cf. Remark 5.14) is never worse than 0, 
if ef) z A,, i.e. if ep is not yet in its final interval. Actually, since 
<ep - h,)/(h, - h,) =G Q~_~(T), Lemma 5.10(b) and Theorem 5.11(b) tell 
US that v~~_~(T) & TW~~_~(Y) if y < <f3ii) - h,)/(h, - hi), i.e. if eji) > h,. 
REMARK 5.16. Lemma 5.8 can also be used to prove an alternative 
estimate for the CG error. We will do this in (66). 
6. CG ERRORS BEHAVE LIKE RITZ ERRORS 
6.1. The Similarity of CG Errors and Ritz Values 
As we noticed in the introduction, there are some striking correspon- 
dences between the behavior of CG errors and first Ritz values: 
- the superlinear convergence, and when this happens; 
- the deceleration when certain eigenvalues are close; 
-the return to the normal rate of convergence after a cluster of close 
eigenvalues has been dissolved. 
One might consider these correspondences as not so striking at all, since 
the Ritz values are just the zeros of the CG residual polynomials [cf. Section 
Z(j)]. However, although it is certainly true that the Ritz values, and in 
particular the extremal ones, control the convergence behavior of CG (Prop- 
erty 3.5 gives an example of this), it is not true that ej’) behaves like 
11 x - xi 11 A for the same [ hj; F,]. That these quantities may, indeed, not be 
expected to behave similarly af ready follows from the observation that the 
convergence behavior of 8 Ii’ is invariant under shifts of the spectrum, 
whereas the condition number, and thus CG, is most sensitive to such shifts. 
Another observation to the same effect is that, in a case of almost multiple 
eigenvalues, it may very well happen that Oli) stagnates whereas CG does not 
stagnate at all (this happens e.g. for the scheme in [13, Section 3.11). 
This should make it clear that the correspondences between the behavior 
of CG errors and first Ritz values, as mentioned in the beginning, are not 
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simple consequences of f3i ci) being a zero of the CG residual polynomial for 
the same [A]; pj]. Indeed, the experience with this behavior was obtained 
using different schemes [ 3; CL,] for CG and Ritz values, respectively. 
In Section 6.2 we will show that CG errors corresponding to a scheme 
[ Aj; pj] behave like the first Ritz errors of a related scheme [ ij; cj] and vice 
versa. What we will actually show [remember the notational convention 
introduced in Section 2(k)] is the following: 
-to any scheme C there belongs a scheme D with smallest eigenvalue 0 
such that r3jj,T1) = IIxc - ~~~~~~~ once xc, I has reached a very moderate 
measure of convergence; 
- to any scheme D there belongs a scheme C such that 
II+ - .r,:,ill; = e$:i) - (Y ((Y the smallest eigenvalue of D) once ~9g.T ‘) 
has reached a very moderate measure of convergence. 
The importance of this is of a methodological nature: it shows that 
properties of the error behavior of first Ritz values should be expected to 
have parallels for the error behavior of CG and the other way around. 
Examples of results obtained this way will be given in the Sections 6.3 
and 6.4. 
6.2. Results 
Since we will use different schemes, note the notational convention 
introduced in Section 2(k). The following results will be proved in Section 
6.5. 
THEOREM 6.1. Let a scheme C = [A,, . . . , A,; p,, . . . , pnl be gicen con- 
sider the corresponding solution xc and CG iterates xc,., ir and &fine 
ei := /Ix<: - ~,,~ll~. Define the scheme D := [O, X,, . . . , An; jig,. . . , &I with 
hj := &(,Aj/Al, PO := &Jq, zi := jJj/Aj, and consider the corresponding 
Ritz values 0#,‘,. 
Then 
(39) 
THEOREM 6.2. Let a scheme D = [A,, . . . , A,; K,,, . . . , ~~1 be given 
and consider the corresponding Ritz values 0$),. Define the scheme C := 
[A, - A,,, . . . , A, - A,,; El,. . . , K,] with Ej := I\I’K;/K”, and dejke the corre- 
sponding xc, xc, i and .q as in Theorem 6.1. 
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Assume that 88.: ‘) < A,. Then 
e$:l) - A, d Ei < 1 (e$:l) _ ho), 
l-si ’ 
where q := ““,:“;^o. 
1 0 
(40) 
REMARK 6.3. In either theorem the gap ratio of scheme D equals the 
reciprocal of the condition number of scheme C. 
6.3. Application to Ritz-Value Behavior 
These theorems show that one should really expect properties for e[i) to 
have parallels for CG errors and vice versa. Actually, only after we had found 
this close relationship did we start to look for a deceleration in eii) when 
A, = h, as a parallel of the deceleration of CC when there are almost double 
eigenvalues. Indeed, in the discussion of (iii) in the introduction (or in [12]) it 
was explained that if two eigenvalues are close, the CG process first con- 
verges as if these two eigenvalues coincide, slows down when it “discovers” 
that the eigenvalues are distinct, and subsequently resumes its original 
convergence behavior. And, indeed, a corresponding deceleration of eli) is 
found in practice (cf. Fig. 4.1 in [ 111); this phenomenon should not be 
confused with [13, Section 111, where we considered the stagnation of eii) 
when h, = h,. 
Theorems 7.4 and 7.8 below are other examples of results inspired by this 
similarity of Ritz values and CG errors, the first one giving a new result for 
Ritz values, the other one giving a new result for CG. Actually, Theorem 7.4 
is a parallel to [12, (6.211, and Theorem 7.8 is a parallel to Theorem 7.1, 
inequality (521, or [13, Theorem 5.171. 
6.4. Application to Stagnation of CG 
As another example of this relationship we consider Theorem 6.2 with a 
scheme D = [A,, . . . , A,; Kg,. . . , K,] with A, very close to A, = 0, all other 
Ai not exceptionally small, and all ~~ = 1. Then we know (cf. (viii) in the 
introduction; also [13, Section 3.11) that e$,)r, after initially displaying stan- 
dard convergence behavior, rather suddenly becomes almost stationary near 
$(h, + h,) = +A, f or quite a few values of i; after this period of stagnation 
the normal pattern of convergence is resumed (theory for all this is developed 
in [13]; the assumption Kj = 1 was just made in the example and is not 
necessary for this theory). So we wonder whether the CG errors would also 
show this kind of stagnation for certain schemes. Indeed, as we see in (40), no 
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matter how long the stagnation of e$,), may last, during this stagnation the 
CG error corresponding to the scheme [A,, . . . , A,; A,, . . . , A,] can never 
decrease by more than a factor 2, which certainly is a kind of stagnation. 
A more refined analysis, however, leads to the following theorem (where 
we do not assume K. = l), which states real stagnation of CG, and whose 
proof is also deferre d to Section 6.5. 
THEOREM 6.4. Let D = [0, A,, . . . . A,; K~] be a given scheme. For p > y 
write cy := 86’: ‘1, p := t~$: ‘)? and assume p < A,. Take s0 E [(Y, ~1. 
Define the scheme C := [A,, . . . , A,; PjI, Pj := KjJm. 
Then the CG errors for scheme C satisfy 
(41) 
Hence, if 19$,:” IS well below A, and decreases by only a small percent- 
age between i = q and i = p (which is what stagnation means), then so does 
the CG error for C for the same range of i, which is the stagnation property 
that we were after. Thus, to each scheme with stagnating Ritz values there 
belong schemes with stagnating CG errors. 
For a numerical illustration we return to our example above with all 
~~ = 1 and Aj to be described presently. Table 2 shows the stagnation of 
0g.T ‘) between i = 18 and i = 25: @,,y/e,, 1 (I’) = 0.9792. The right-hand side 
TABLE 2 
STAGNATION OF THE CONVERGENCE OF RKi! VALUES AND CG ERRORS 
i 
IIX - xc. Jlc 
14 0.116 x 1O-3 
15 0.73 x 1o-4 
16 0.571 x 10-4 
17 0.520 x 1O-4 
18 0.5044 x 10-4 
25 0.4939 x 1o-4 
26 0.488 x 1O-4 
27 0.461x 1O-4 
28 0.36 x 1F4 
29 0.15 x 1o-4 
39 0.44 x lo-" 
0.55283 x 1O-3 
0.40225 x 1O-3 
0.32814 x 1O-3 
0.30087 x 1o-3 
0.29205 x 10-3 
0.28603 x 1O-3 
0.28259 x 1O-3 
0.26912 x lo-" 
0.22688 x lo-" 
0.15055 x 10-3 
0.86399 x lo-' 
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of (41) is greater than (u/P)~ ‘f 1 (Y + p < A,, which, according to Table 2, 
is the case for (Y = 8gGi’ and p = 0#. Hence, we should have 
(42) 
which means that the CG errors for C change by at most the same 
percentage as the Ritz values for D. The numerical data in Table 2 confirm 
(42) surprisingly well: the left- and right-hand sides equal 0.9794 and 0.9792, 
respectively. 
Actually, scheme D is the scheme obtained from our experimental 
scheme E, [cf. Section 2(n)] by decreasing all the eigenvalues by 0.034 and 
then adding an eigenvalue 0.0001 with weight 1. Thus, the first few eigenval- 
ues are 0, 0.0001, 0.048, 0.093, etc. This scheme can also be obtained from 
the scheme in [I3, Section 3.11 by decreasing all eigenvalues by 0.034. 
Therefore, the values e$,:‘) can be (and actually were) obtained from [I3, 
Table I] (which expl . ams the varying number of decimals). For C we took 
sg = +A,( = 0.00005). 
We note that the scheme C for this particular scheme D has weights 
pi = (I/ti)h,, /Lj = Aj for j > 1, and, most importantly, A, - A, B A,, 
this relation being much more important for the stagnation of eg,Ji than the 
precise sizes of the weights. In a PDE context this CG behavior is not often 
encountered, since indeed the condition A, - A, > A, usually does not hold. 
However, in a problem with Neumann boundary conditions, the eigenvalue 0 
may become a very small eigenvalue, and then this behavior has indeed been 
observed. 
6.5. Proofs 
The proofs of Theorem 6.1 and 6.2 are based on the following theorem. 
THEOREM 6.5. Consider the schemes (with all Aj > 0) 
P=[A,, . . . . A,;pl, . . . . ~~1 and Q=[O,A,,...,A,;K~,K~,...,K,I, 
which are related by $ = ~~~~~~~~ - s> forj 2 1, where s is a given number, 
s < A,. Define ei := llxp - xpx jIl$ for the CG process for scheme P. Then the 
following three statements are equivalent: 
(i> s = (l/K&; 
(ii) s is an (i + l)st-degree Ritz value of Q; 
(iii) s < 13g’\ < ..* < eg’{ are the (i + l)st-degree Ritz values of Q. 
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Prouf. Let Ri be the ith-degree Ritz polynomial for scheme P. Then 
For 9 E lli we have (l/A)[q(h) - 9(O)] E fI_l and hence [cf. Section 2(j)] 
I$ + Ri( Aj)9( 'j)rJ,," = 9(O) $ k Ri(Aj)PT,,“. 
3 J 
(43) 
Then define, with A, := 0 and arbitrary 9 E lli and arbitrary s, 
1 := i ( Aj - s)&( Aj)9( A,)K;2 
0 
= -KtSRi(O)9(O) + $ kAi(Aj)9(Aj)PT 
J 
-K$&(o) + $ ;Ai(Aj)p; =9(0)R,(0)[-K;s + c?,], 
1 I 
(44) 
using (43) once again with 9 = Rj. Hence (i) implies that (A--s)&(A) is the 
(i + I)st-degree orthogonal polynomial for scheme Q, which implies (iii>. 
The implication (iii) = (ii) is trivial. In order to prove (ii) * (3, take 9 such 
that (A - s)q(A) is the (i + I)st-degree Ritz polynomial for the scheme Q; 
then Z = 0. ??
Proof of Theorem 6.1. We apply Theorem 6.5 with P = C, 
s = qAi/~,, < A,, Kg = fsx. We then have ~~ = pj/dm~ for 
j 2 1. Furthermore, s = E/K:; hence s = %g’:“, or 
%(ifl) &i 
0.1 = G ‘1. (45) 
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Define scheme R := [O, A,, . . . , A,; &, . . . , j&l, the jZj as in Theorem 6.1. 
We will now prove 
(46) 
For the proof of the second inequality note that & = Kg, i$ = 
Kj2(A. - ,s)/,$ < K]?, j > 1, and apply [13, Theorem 6.231; for the first in- 
equa ii ty use Section 2(i) where 4 is the minimizing polynomial for scheme R: 
fp+ 1) 
Q,l G 
c Ajq2( Aj)$ 
cq2(hj)~; ’ max 
A, 
= max =- (#i+ 1) A,-s a.1 * 
This proves (46). Now, using (46) with Oti: i) replaced by ai Al/&,, and 
noting that /_?$,I ‘) = e0 0g.T ‘)/hi completes t $ e proof. ??
Proof of Theorem 6.2. Since the Ritz errors are invariant with respect to 
shifting the spectrum, and the same holds for scheme C, we may as well 
assume A,, = 0, which simplifies the notation. 
Now, apply Theorem 6.5 with Q = D, and P related to Q according to 
this theorem, i.e., $ = K~~A~(A~ - s), with s = 0$,:‘). Hence 
Define scheme R := [A,, . . . , A,; &, . . . , iI,,], id. := A.K.. Using that P and 
R have the same eigenvalues, and hence 11. I/, = If* d,, that pj < pj < 
A, pj/( A, - s), and the minimizing properties in Section 2(h),(j), one readily 
finds 
llxp - xp,il12p G llXf( - xR,il12R 6 &llxp - xp,Jl;. (48) 
Now using (47) and noting that llxa - xR, illi = ~,fq completes the proof. ??
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Proof of Theorem 6.4. 
pLn,j := fcjd_, 
Also define scheme P := [A,, . . . , A,; P~,~], 
and similarly scheme R with (Y replaced by /3. 
Then II xp - xp, ,/I; = a~: [cf. (47)] and similarly for R, q, and P. 
Using the minimizing property in Section 2(h) for CG errors as in the 
proof of (48), we find 
IlXR -x&$ A, - P A, - ff 
II1cc - x,,,llE 
a- 
llxp - +J2 
4 - so ’ IIQ - ~,.,ll: 
<- A, - so . (49) 
Now, (41) follows. ??
7. MISCELLANEOUS RESULTS 
In this section we will give a number of miscellaneous results: 
- we will generalize some of the tools in [12]; 
-we will give a result for the convergence of Ritz values to a cluster of 
eigenvalues; 
-we will show that a cluster of eigenvalues only causes a finite delay for 
Ritz convergence; 
- we will show what happens to Ritz values if one of the weights is 
decreased or increased; 
- we will give a more general estimate for CG errors, leading to an 
estimate for the error reduction measured in the e-norm; 
- we will prove a sharpness result for CG error estimates that does not 
depend on the condition number of the matrix. 
7.1. Minimum Properties 
In this subsection we generalize some of the tools developed in [ 13, 
Section 5.31. The first theorem gives KPS-like estimates for functions of Ritz 
values; the second theorem allows nonpolynomial functions in the estimate. 
THEOREM 7.1. Let k and i be given, 1 < k < i < n. Then: 
(a) Let q, +, q* E &ml, such that [q($‘)) - q(O~“‘)l$(f$“) 2 0 for 
all p. Then 
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if the denominator is positive, which is in particular the case if @(Oj? > 0 
for all p and > 0 for at least one p; and 
if the &nominator is positive. 
(b) Let q, 4, qqA E ni. Then with Qi,k(h) := &(A)/(A - ef”>, 
(53) 
if the denominator is nonzero, which is the case if and only if +(t$‘)> # 0; 
and 
4(&Y’) - 4(*,) = 
ci&(A,) - q(ef")]Qi,k(*j)~(*j)lL12 (54) 
Qi,~(*p)~(*p)~; 
if the denominator is nonzero. 
Proof. The left-hand side of (50) may be rewritten as 
C [q(e;i)) - q(efi))]$(e;Q)w, (55) 
(cf. Lemma 4.5), which is nonnegative. This proves (501, (511, and (52). 
Taking +(A) = Q,,,(A)4(A), the exp ression (55) equals 0 on account of 
orthogonality [note that, for some 4’ E Iii _ 1, q(O) - q(Oi”) = 
(e - ef%$e) f or all 01, which proves (53) and (54). For the additional 
assertion about the denominators in (51) and in (53) use again Lemma 4.5. ??
THEOREM 7.2. Let k and i be given, 1 < k < i < n. Let @ E IIzi_2 be 
such that 9 2 0, I,!J( 6,'i)> = 0 for p < k. Let g be a nonnegative function such 
that 
g(*j) G g('j') if Aj < ep < Ajr, 
which is in particular the case if g is monotone non&creasing. Then 
C (Aj - efi))t@ij)&ij)p; > 0; (56) 
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and 
(57) 
if the denominator is nonzero, which is in particular the caSe if t,!~ is 
nontrivial and g( Aj) > 0 for all Aj > 0:‘). 
Proof. Let p be such that g(A,) < (>)j3 if Aj < (>)Oi”. Then 
c ( Aj - Of”)$( A,)g( A,# > P c ( Aj - @))@( Aj)p; > 0 
(the latter inequality because of Lemma 4.5). 
To prove that the denominator in (57) is positive in the given circum- 
stances, use the fact that I,/J can have at most i - 1 zeros in (A,, A\,], since all 
the zeros in (AI, A,) should be multiple (JI being > O), and i < n. W 
7.2. Ritz Estimates for Connergence to a Cluster 
The following theorem shows that for convergence to a cluster of eigen- 
values at one of the ends of the spectrum the same estimate holds as given in 
Theorem 5.11 for the convergence to a single isolated eigenvalue. Actually, 
for 6 = A, and p = A, it reduces to Theorem 5.11. Note that this theorem 
gives another application of the quantity o,,,(g) in Lemma 5.8: 
THEOREM 7.3. Let A, G 6 < /3 < A, be such that there is no ?, in 
(6, p ). Then, with r as in (3), 
Proqf. For any nonnegative I,!J E Tini _ ?, +(A, > # 0. 
$;” - A, < 
C+s (Aj - Ar)cC/(Aj)PT + CA,>P (Aj - Ar)$(‘j)cL,” 
c Vj( Aj)Pf 
[cf. (51>]. Now majorize the first term in the numerator by (6 - A, )C $J,( A,)$. 
For the second term in the numerator, choose + E TIzi-n, $J( A,) = 1, 
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1 z $ > 0 on [A,, A,] such that it minimizes sup{( A - h,)+(A) I A E 
[ P, A,]}, minorize the denominator by p; and apply Lemma 5.8(a). This 
yields 
Of) - A, < S - A, + (A, - A,)Tw~~_~ ??
7.3. Finite Delay of Ritz Values for Close Eigenvalues 
In property (iv) in the introduction and the ensuing discussion we noted 
that a cluster of eigenvalues just causes a delay in CG convergence and no 
lasting change in convergence behavior. In view of the similarity in behavior 
of CG and Ritz convergence (as noted in Section 6) we would expect the 
same for Ritz values. The following theorem shows indeed that adding an 
eigenvalue to a spectrum causes only a finite delay, and the same will then be 
the effect of a cluster of eigenvalues. 
THEOREM 7.4. Let a Ritz scheme Q be obtained from a scheme P by 
adding an eigenvalue A, E (A,, A,) with weight pa. Then 
if and only if 19;‘~ < A,, , (59) 
if t# < A 2 o?- Q,l (i+m) < A,, (60) 
where 
1. (61) 
Proof. (59) is a direct consequence of [13, Theorem 6.231, or of Lemma 
4.6 of the present paper. 
For the proof of (60) we consider the polynomial 
r 
(A,-A)COS- +A,-A 
2m 
, 
i.e. the mth-degree Chebychev polynomial with its largest zero moved to A, 
and - 1 to A,. Then Tz( A,) > 1 for the given value of m. If we now take in 
Lemma 4.6 Q as the first scheme and P as the second, then for 8 = 061; < A, 
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or 0 = O$:m) < A, condition (17) of Lemma 4.6 is satisfied with T = 
[T,*/T,*(A;)12 [note that r(A,) = 1, r(Aj) < 1 for j > 1, r(A,) = 01. ??
REMARK 7.5. Note that the delay does not depend on how close A, is to 
another eigenvalue, nor on its weight. This closeness and this weight deter- 
mine when the delay occurs, but for this we have no quantitative results. 
7.4. The Eflect of Changing One of the Weights 
We consider what happens if one of the weights is decreased or increased. 
Let pu, be the weight to be varied. Then for any value t of pk let 13~‘)(t), 
j = l,... , i, be the corresponding Ritz values, but since we shall deal with a 
fixed value of i, we suppress the index i. Now Theorem 6.23 in [13] says that 
either 
- one of the Ritz values coincides with A, for some value of Pi, and 
then the Ritz values are independent of /_Q, and vice versa; or 
-foranyO<s<tandanyp 
either A, < O,,(t) < O,(S) < Op+l(t) 
or A, > e,,(t) > $(s) > f&(t) ’ 
(62) 
implying that increasing puk drives the Ritz values in the direction of A,, and 
likewise decreasing /..L~ drives them away from A,. The following theorem 
gives quantitative information about this effect: 
THEOREM 7.6. Zf 0 < s < t then 
ep(t> - Ak 
ep(s) - Ak 
> f forall p. (63) 
Proof. Suppose e&s> > A, and hence A, < O,(t) < O,(s) [cf. (6211. 
Define 
q(A) := [A- e,(s)].+.[A- $&)][A- @P+l(#**[A- e,(t)]. 
Then, with pj(t> = pj, j # k, pk(t) = t, we have, on account of (50) or 
Lemma 4.5, 
C[Aj- p( )] (j) j( > 8 t q2 A /_L.~ t < 0 Q c[A, - b’,(s)]q”(hJ)$(s). 
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Hence, 
2 [O,(s) - h,lq2(Us2* ??
NOTE 7.7. This result generalizes [13, inequality (6.32)] for the case 
i, = A, to all Ritz values and variation of /.L~ for all k. 
7.5. More General Estimates for CG Errors 
In this subsection we will give another result of the similarity of CG and 
Ritz values (cf. Section 6). Actually, defining the A-inner-product (u, u)~ as 
(AU, u), we have from Section 2(h) 
which means that the minimum property for CG is taken with respect to 
squares of polynomials. However, in the Ritz estimates we need only positive 
polynomials (cf. Theorem 7.1). In Theorem 7.8 we will show that for CG, too, 
the minimum property may be based on positive functions. 
Furthermore we will give estimates for the CG error reduction measured 
in the Euclidean norm. 
We will now show that in (64) 92(A) may be replaced by +(A), IJJ E I12i, 
9 > 0 on [A,, AnI, 4(O) = 1. 
Actually, we have the following theorem. 
THEOREM 7.8. 
I/J(O) = 1. Then 
Let I,!J E Mini be such that t,!~,(f3,“‘) > 0 for all p and 
11~ - xj11: < (#( A)( x - x0), x - x0)*. (65) 
Proof. Choose K~ such that 
s := 4 IIX - qll”, < A,, 
d 
2 
K, := 
KO 
I *j($ s> ’ 
j = l,...,n, 
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and consider the scheme D := [O, A,, . . . , A,; K~, K,, . . . , ~~1. Then s = 
0$,: I) (cf. Theorem 6.5) and hence 
where the inequality follows from (52) [take 9(A) = AI. ??
COROLLARY 7.9. We have 
Ilr - xill2 
< 2ee-(2i+l&Gi 
IIX - xJ2 - 
if 2i + 1 Z J/T, (66) 
%Y( A) denoting the condition number of the matrix. 
Proof. Consider wk(g) as in Lemma 5.8. Let 9 E IIZi, 0 < 9 < 1 on 
[O, l], be the minimizing polynomial with k = 2i and g = hi/A,. If, for 
9 E Il,i, we take Q(A) := 9( A/A,,) then Theorem 7.8 shows that 
C $ = IIAIIWzi 
J 
Now, (66) follows from Lemma 5.8(b.ii) and the fact that [Ix - xi]]2 < 
(l/A,)II x - XiII.4. ??
REMARK 7.10. Note that (66) gives an estimate for the CG error 
reduction measured in the 2-norm which, except for a factor e, is approxi- 
mately equal to the standard one as in (1) and (2) in which the error is 
measured in the A-norm. 
7.6. A Condition-Number Free Estimate for CC 
In [7], Nemirovskii and Polyak considered iterative processes P6 for 
Ax = b of the form x - xi = cri( A)(x - x,), 9i E Iii, 9JO) = 1, x, such 
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that Jlx - xi(lAf is minimal [llellA( denoting d( A5v,v) I. Thus I’, = CC 
and P, = the minimal residual process. They have the following result in 
their Theorem 7, which we formulate as 
PROPERTY 7.11. Let 5 be a positive integer. Then for any u < 8 Q LJ 
there exists a constant C depending on 6 - u but not on A, rO, and 8 such 
that 
IIx - XillAB Cll All+“’ 
ie-U for all i, 
II All denoting II AL. 
Note that u and 8 need not be positive. Values for C are given for the 
case 8 = 5. In the original formulation the factor ]I Allf(e-u) does not occur, 
since it is assumed that ]]A]] = 1, but for ]I All # 1 this factor follows for 
dimensional reasons. 
The special case 6 = 1, 8 = 0 is also discussed in [2, Theorem 21. Note, 
however, that the arguments in the proof allow general 8 E (o, 11, and 
moreover, that we can get rid of the condition 6 = 1 by considering the inner 
product (x, y) := (AIPZx, y). 
Both papers deal with the situation that A is a bounded self-adjoint 
operator on a Hilbert space, and therefore the assumption I] AlI = 1 means no 
restriction. 
The special case 5 = 1, 8 = 1 can also be derived by arguments as in the 
proof of our Corollary 7.9, using a parallel of Lemma 5.8, which deals with 
mmq E n; sup{ hkq(h)} for positive integers k. The proof in [7] runs along 
similar lines, but uses polynomials 4 which are squares. Unfortunately, 
although we thus have a wider choice of trial polynomials, we could not 
obtained better constants C. 
Results of this kind are interesting in that the error estimates depend on 
A only through I] All and not through the condition number of A. [Note the 
similarity to the estimate (b) in Theorem 5.11 for Ritz values, where the 
bound does not depend on the gap ratio.] Unfortunately, the estimates 
decrease only very slowly as i increases, and the question arises how sharp 
these estimates actually are. Our following theorem answers this question. 
THEOREM 7.12. Property 7.11 is sharp in the selzSe that for given 
u < 8 < 5 and c’ > 0, S > 0 there is a problem Ax = b (on a fanite- 
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dimensional space) such that the statement 
Ilx - XillAe d 11 Allt’e- u) 
j0-U+S for all i (67) 
is not true. 
Proof. First note that II x - xilli< = C 9,s(Aj)A~-‘$‘, and hence that the 
minimizing 9i is the i th-degree orthogonal polynomial with respect to the 
inner product (f, g> = Cf(Aj>g(Aj>A~-‘$. Let Ri denote this orthogonal 
polynomial, Ri(0) = 1. Then 
[Ix - x,ll:- = c A,“-$;. (69) 
Since we are at liberty to choose the problem Ax = b, we may as well 
take all Aj E (0, 11, and, defining x(t) := Cj, “,+ t $, we may rewrite 
c R’<Aj>A;$ as /l Rf(t)t”dX(t) for any K. We now define a sequence 
( x,) of finite step functions (and thereby a sequence of PC problems) such 
that the induced measures t [- ’ d,y,,(t > converge pointwise for continuous 
functions to the continuous measure t c- ’ dt p+ i for a given p > - 5 (the 
reason for this choice being that for this measure we know the orthogonal 
polynomials; see below). Actually, for each n E N, we take Aj := j/(n + l), 
j = l,..., n (thus II AlI + 1 for n + w), &? := A1p++l’ - A]?+‘, j = 1,. . . , n 
(the latter with the obvious choice A3+ i = 1 for j = n). Then, by a Riemann- 
sum argument, 
&II jo’t”dx,,(t) = ilt”dtp+’ 
for any K (which may be negative) and I_L such that K + p > - 1. Conse- 
quently, if (fn) is a convergent sequence of polynomials of fixed degree with 
limit f (in the m-norm), then, for the same K and /_L, 
liFm jlf,,(t)t”dxn(t) = L1f(t)tKdt”‘. 
0 
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Now, for any n E N, let R in) denote the ith-degree orthogonal polyno- 
mial for the inner product <f, g) = /i f(t)g(t)t5-’ dx,(t), R$“‘(O) = 1, and 
similarly Ri for (f, g) = Jar f(t)g(t)tc-’ dt”+‘. Then from a Gram-Schmidt 
argument we have lim n --t m IjR$“) - Rillm = 0. Hence [for the relevance see 
(68) and (69) respectively] 
lim / l~f”‘(t)“t”-” dx,(t) n-m 0 
= k1Ri(t)2r”P2 dtp+’ := Ai if p + 8 - 2 > -1, 
lim /’ tV-” dx,( t) 
n-m 0 
1 PL+l 
zz 
/ 
ta-2 &‘+’ = :=I? if p,+0.-2>-1. 
0 p+a-1 
Now for u and S as in our theorem choose p = 1 + +S - CT (note that 
then certainly p > - 5 ). Let Pi -(u, P) denote the shifted normalized Jacobi 
polynomials as defined in Lemma 7.13 below. Then RJt) := F{~P+f-l*o)(t). 
Hence, on account of that lemma, there is a constant C, such that 
4 
/ 
Cl - = 
p+1 0 
1Ri(t)2t~-2+e& = 
p(e-u+~s) ’ 
and this estimate is asymptotically correct for i + CQ. Hence 
%, 
&_ 2 
B- i2(0-U+ bS) ’ 
also asymptotically correct, and consequently there is a C, such that 
Ai B > C2~i-2(e-(T+~s) for all i > N, N large enough. 
Now choose i such that C,Si’ > c’” Cc’ as given in the theorem), and we 
have A,/B > (C?i-(e-o+s))z. N ow the proof is completed by taking n large 
enough. ??
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LEMMA 7.13. For (Y, p > - 1 let @a~ B, denote the shified and normal- 
ized Jacobi polynomial P,‘“, p)(l - 2 A)/P,‘*, p)(1). These polynomials $a’ LJ) 
are orthogonal with respect to the measure (I, on (0, 11 given by d+(t) = 
t”(l - t)Odt. For -1 - CY < 77 < - i we have 
/ 
1+yt)2t~+“(l - t)P dt = i2(a::+1j a 
0 ’ (70) 
with C, = T(cr + 1)“2-2”-1 /t t”“+‘Ji(t)dt, and the estimate in (70) is 
asymptotically correct for i + CQ. 
Proof. Similar to the proof of [14, Theorem 7.251. ??
The authors are indebted to H. A. van der Vorst for providing useful 
numerical material and discussion and to M. Hanke for bringing References 
121 and 171 to their attention. 
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